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SKIN REDENSIFICATION WITH
REDENSITY [I] AND TEOSYAL® RHA 1
IS DEPENDENT OF MORPHOTYPES.
AN ITALIAN PERSPECTIVE
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Until recently, the correction of facial blemishes
was limited to an action of filling, with no regard
for anything else. Many doctors were unsatisfied by
this approach, and therefore it appeared necessary
to rethink new methods, more complete and
synergistic strategies, in order to meet the needs both
of doctors and patients.
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is a recent method to deal with the
signs of time. This is a combined antiageing strategy, in which the “dynamic”
filler TEOSYAL® RHA 1, a hyaluronic acid
structured to be particularly versatile
and easy to handle, is combined with the
active ingredients and nutrients of the
bio-revitalizing TEOSYAL® REDENSITY [I],
which contains, in addition to the
non-cross-linked hyaluronic acid,
alpha-lipoic acid, N-acetyl-L-cysteine,
glutathione and other essential elements
to protect the skin and stimulate tissue
regeneration. The synergy between
the Dermo-Restructuring Complex of
REDENSITY [I] and the new morphology
of TEOSYAL® RHA 1 makes possible the
creation of a large ”reserve of hydration”
and allows the skin to assume a renewed
texture, a greater elasticity, a new
brightness.
This way, we achieve significant results on
at least three fronts:
1- reversal of oxidative processes
and protection from external factors
(photoageing strategy);
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tend to separate patients into two broad
categories:
1- men and pre-menopausal women;
2- women after menopause.
The second major distinction which
should be adopted will depend upon
morphotypes. Very young people with
initial ageing (which is likely photoageing,
18-25 years) can be treated with

TEOSYAL® PureSense RHA 1 to 4, TEOSYAL® PureSense REDENSITY [I] are medical devices, class III, and are regulated health products bearing the CE marking (CE0086) under this regulation.
TEOSYAL® PureSense REDENSITY [I] is a mesotherapy product. TEOSYAL® PEN is a motorized and cordless device for hyaluronic acid injections in order to correct wrinkles and depressions.
Manufactured by Juvaplus SA. TEOSYAL® PEN (class IIa), is a regulated health product which bears, under this regulation, the CE mark (CE0434).
For more information about those products, please consult your doctor and product instructions for use.
Technical data and cases presented reflect the personal experience of the physician. TEOXANE Laboratories could not be held responsible for the effects of these fillers when used outside CE marking.
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